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On the 26th Sept. 1909 the following article, which

gave origin to this paper, was to be read in the newspaper
Stockholms Dagblad.

Magnetic storm over Scandinavia.

From noon on Saturday (the 25th Sept.) Stockholm's

Telegraph Office was next to quite isolated from others offices

in consequence of the unexempled extremely earth currents,
that appeared at this time. At times these currents exceeded

150 milliamperes. Only at the nearest offices one was
able to uphold the communications, while this has been im-

possible with more distant places. St. Petersburg is the

only foreign office with which Stockholm had any commu-
nication, and this only at times. With the northerly offices,

the forwarding of telegrams could, however, begin against
seven o'clock, also with Goteborg; but on the other hand
all communication with Malmo, Grermany and Denmark was

impossi])le.

By the kindness of the Royal Swedish Telegraph Direc-

tion I have been able to collect material for two articles

(published in »Eilaga till Telegrafstyrelsens Manadscirkular»,
1909 and 1910), about this magnetic storm and similar

interruptions in the telegraph-communications in Nov. 1906— Okt. 1909. These points are to be found chiefly in

chapter II of this paper.

By the Swedish Meteorological Central Office I have been
invited to use its material of the aurora borealis on the 25th

Sept. The results are to be found in a paper in Arkiv for

Matematik, Astronomi och Fysik, 1910 and in chapter III

of this paper.
In order to make a closer study of the magnetic storm

I applied, in the year 1912, to a number of magnetic



observatories spread over the whole world, and requested

copies of the curves to be obtained from photographic

registrating magnetic instruments. Such copies or originals

of the photogrammes have been sent by the observatories

mentioned below, to whom I now avail myself of the occa-

sion to express my heartfelt thanks.

Mauritius, Koyal Alfred Observatory, A. Walter.

Samoa, Observatorium der Koniglichen preussischen Gresell-

schaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen. Dr. Kurt Wegener.
Batavia, Koninklijk Magnetisch en Meteorologisch Observa-

torium. Dr. W. van Bemmelen.

Kodaikanal, Toungoo, Barrackpore ocli Dehra-Dun, No. 18

Party (Magnetic), Survey of India, Captain R. H. Tho-

mas. R.E.

Bombay, Government Observatory, N. Atmor.

Honolulu, Cheltenham, Baldwin and Sitka, Coast and Geo-

detic Survey Magnetic Observatories, 0. H. Tittman.

Lu-kia-Pang, Observatoire magnetique, J. de Moidrey S. J.

Tokio, The Central Meteorological Observatory of Japan.
San Fernando (Cadiz) Instituto Y Observatorio de Marina,

General T. de Alzcarate.

Toronto, The Central Office Meteorological Service of Canada.

Pola, K. u. K. Hydrographisches Amt. Abteilung »Geo-

physik», Fregattenkapitan W. v. Kesslitz.

Miinchen, Kgl. Erdmagnetisches Observatorium u. Erdbeben-

station (Sternwarte) Dr. C. W. Lutz.

Falmouth, The Observatory, Edward Kitto, F. E. Met. Soc.

Uccle, Observatoire royal de Belgique.

Greenwich, Royal Observatory, London, S. E. W. F. Dyson.
De Bilt, Ned. ^Met. Institut te de Bilt, G. van Dyk.
Wilhelmshafen, K. Marine Observatorium, Korvettenkapitain

H. Capelle.

Stonyhurst, College Observatory, W. Sidgreaves S. J.

Jekaterinburg, Obs. de I'Akad. imp. des sc. de Saint-Peters-

burg, Dr. P. Muller.

From the observatories with high latitudes in the southern

hemisphere I have not got any records.



In drawing the magnetic maps, I have done as Adolf

Schmidt in his paper, IJber die Ursache der magnetische
Stiirrae (Met. Zeitschrift 16. 385—397, 1899). The same
method has been used by Birkeland in his great treatise

about magnetic storms. Other authors, who have written

about these things, are C. Chree (Studies in Terrestrial

Magnetism, London 1912) and L. A. Bauer (Papers in

Terr. Magn. and Atm. Electr.)

Stockholm 1914.





THE MAGNETIC STORM
OF SEPT. 25 1909.

CHAPTEE I

MAGNETIC RECORDS

I have made use of the records I received of the varia-

tions of the magnetic elements (declination, horizontal and

vertical components) in the following manner. Firstly, a

nought-line drawn on the curve-sheets, showing the un-

disturbed condition. This could really be done without

difficulty, the magnetic condition, immediately before

the outbreak of the storm being of an unusually calm cha-

racter. From this nought-line (time-line) as absciss-axis, the

ordinates of the curves were measured in l/lO mm. The
ordinates belonging to the curves for horizontal and vertical

components are multipied by the constants V and li" re-

spectively, which express the number of y respondent to

1 mm of the ordinates. As to the curves for the magnetic

declination, the millimeter numbers of the abscissae are

multiplied by the expression

180.60

where H is the horizontal component, expressed in 7, of

terrestrial magnetism for the place and time in question, and

k is the constant, giving the value of 1 mm of the ordinata

in minutes.

The following is to be observed in regard to the signs
for A'', h' and li" .



h' is positive, when increasing ordinates correspond to

the increasing horizontal component.
h and h are positive, when increasing ordinates correspond

to increasing easterly declination.

k has different signs, depending on the situation of

the place of observation on the N or S-side of the equator. In

the first case h" is positive, if increasing ordinates correspond
to increasing value of the vertical component, negative if

increasing ordinates correspond to decreasing values of the

same component.
The products thus received from the millimeter number

of the measured ordinates, and k\ k\ and k" respectively,

represent the disturbing vectors, which can be supposed to

be superposed on the normal terrestrial field. The super-

posed disturbing vector in a vertical direction is marked

by dZ (positive towards the centre of the earth), that in

horizontal N.S. direction by dS (positive towards N), that

in horizontal E.W. direction by dD^ (positive towards E).

dllj dD and dZ are calculated for every half hour from

8 a.m. to 10 a.m. and every quarter of an hour from

10 a.m. to 10 p.m. on Sept. 25th. and for every hour

from Sept. 25th. at 10 p.m. to Sept. 26th. 5 a.m.^)

Only a part of these dates have been employed in this paper.
Further hour-observations have been calculated for Tokio,
Berlin and Baldwin from the different observatories'

respective papers, up to and including the . early hours of

Septh. 30th. In the Berlin publication not the instanta-

neous but the average values for the whole hours are given.
This causes a dissimilarity of little or no importance.

In order to give a surveyable picture of the distribution

of disturbing forces over the globe, I have drawn arrows

on twenty seven maps, each one corresponding to a definite

time, which represent the disturbing force in horizontal

direction (the resultant of dH and dD). In regard to the

') All times given in Chapter I are G. M. T., in Chapters II and III mid-

European, excepting in table XXIII.



tables belonging some of these maps, the following remarks

must be taken note of:

dH^ dD and dZ have been tabulated in columns 2, 3

and 6. Further dlT and dD (the projections of the disturbing
vector on the magnetic north and east directions) have been

transformed to dX and DY (the projections of the same
vector on geographic north and east directions) and have

been tabulated in columns 4 and 5. In order to transform

dH and dD to dX and ^I^the following expressions are used:

if an easterly declination,

dX = dH •

cos ^— dD •

sin S

dY = dH sin ^ + dD •

cos ^

if a westerly declination,

dX = dH cos ^ + dD •

sin d

dY = ~ dH sin d + dD '

cos ^

Further dX^ dY and dZ have been projected on the axis

of an orthogonal coordinate-system, with the origin in the

centre of the earth. In this system x'-axis coincides with

the earth's axis of rotation (positive towards the North

Pole). The y-axis coincides with the equatorial-axis, the

longitude of which is 90° E, and z -axis with the equatorial

axis, the longitude of which is (Greenwich' meridian).

The components along the x'-, y- and z'-axes are marked

by dX
,
dY and dZ respectively, and are tabulated in

columns 7, 8, and 9. \i (f signifies the geographical latitude

of the place of observation, and ^ is the longitude of the

same place, taken positive East of Greenwich, then the

following formulae for the transformation just named is to

be used.

dX' = dX cos (p
— dZ sin (f

dY' = dX •{— sin ^ '

sin qp) +dY •

cos ^ — dZ '

(sin ^ cos (p)

dZ' = dX •

(
— cos /i

•

sin q)) -f dY '

(— sin ^)
— dZ- (cos>^ cos(p)
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In column 12 the total disturbing vector R (the resultant

of dX\ dY and dZ') is to be found. In column 10 the

longitudes and in column 11 the latitudes are given for

the points, where E cuts the surface of the earth.

TABLE I.

Lat. Long.

1 Mauritius 20° 5' S 57^33' E
2 Samoa 13^48' S 17r44' W
3 Batavia 6°11' S 106^50' E
4 Kodaikanal lO^'U' N 77°27' E
5 Bombay 18°38' N 72^52' E
6 Toungoo 18°56' N 96^27' E
7 Honolulu 2ri9' N 158^ 3' W
8 Barrackpore 22°46' N 88°22' E
9 Dehra-Dun 30^9' N 78° 3' E
10 Lu-kia-Pang 3r21' N 121° 1' E
11 Tokio 35°41' N 139°45' E
1 2 San Fernando 36°28' N 6^12' W
13 Cheltenham 38°44' N 75°50' W
14 Baldwin 38°47' N 95°10' W
15 Toronto 43°40' N 79°24' W
16 Pola 44°52' N 13°51' E
17 Miinchen 48° 9' N ir37' E
18 Falmouth 50° 9' N 5° 5' W
19 Uccle 50°48' N 4°22' E
20 Greenwich 51°29' N 0°

21 De Bilt 52° 6' N 5°11' E
22 Wilhelmshafen 53°32' N 8° 9' E
23 Stonyhurst .... 53°5r N 2^28' W
24 Jekaterinburg 56°50' N 60^38' E
25 Sitka 57° 3' N 135 20' W

In table 1 the geographical co-ordinates of the diffe-

rent points of observations are arranged. In table II

the values of h\ k, k\ k" are to be seen. In order

to be able to calculate k it is necessary to know H. In

those cases where the observatories themselves have not

given the values, I have gathered information from Winkel-
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manns Handbuch der Physik and from Terrestrial Magnetism
and Atmospheric Electricity.

On L. A. Bauer's initiative a great many observatories

have with all possible accuracy tixed the time tor two es-

TABLE II.

K iC K IC

Mauritius 5.17 r.58

Samoa • . •'• 5.07 0'.497

Batavia 2.29 0'.26

Kodaikanal 6.04 I'.Ol

Bombay 4.56 r.028

Toungoo 5.32 1'.02

Honolulu 2.36 I'.OO

Barrackpore 4.78 I'.Ol

Dehra-Dun 4.00 I'.Ol

Lu-kiaPan^ 5.52 0'.48

Tokio 5.82 1'.33

San Fernando 7.75 r.l4

Cheltenham 1.70 I'.Ol

Baldwin 5.12 0'.99

Toronto 5.2 1'.28

Tola 5.16 1'.07

Miinchen 4.34 1'.23

Falmouth 5.3 1'.18

Greenwich 5.28 r.095
Wilhelmshafen 4.45 I'.IS

Stonyhurst 5.3 r.l28

Jekaterinbur^ 4.84 r.02

Sitka 2.95 I'.Ol

pecally prominent points in the magnetic records, and the

results have been published in Terr. Magn. for the year
1912. The values of the second of these points of time,

which can be considered as the beginning of the great
disturbance of Sept. 25th, have been arranged by me in

table III. From the H. records the storm is calculated to

begin at 11'^ 41,25"\ From the D. records 11^ 41,32"^ and

from the Z. records 11'' 41,89"\ According to this the

10.75
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disturbance is said to have first shown in the ^-curves, then

in the i^-curves and lastly in the ^-curves. As average
value we have 11^ 41,49™ G. M. T.

On the plates I—IX in the end of this paper
the records which have been received from the diffe-

rent observatories are reproduced. A scale is given
underneath every plate, the length of which is corres-

ponding to 10 cm. When reproducing the curves they have
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tion of the same gives the direction of the increasing values

of H and Z. On D plates the length of the arrow corre-

spond to 1°. and direction of the same to the increasing
values of an easterly declination. M indicates midnight.
The distances between two marks belonging to the time-

line are four hours.

All the records are, however, not complete, the greatest
blanks occuring on the H curves. The only complete re-

cords have been obtained from Samoa, San Fernando, Grreen-

wich and Jekaterinburg. The following values for maximum
variation have been received from those observatories:

Samoa 730 y

San Fernando 632 y

Greenwich 1680 /

Jekaterinburg 1840 y

The spots of light have gone beyond the paper for the

remaining stations. In one case — Bombay — however,
it has been possible, by readjusting the instrument, to obtain

the light spot again on the paper. The point in question
is to be seen on plate marked with * and the change made here

corresponds to 4. 12 cm or 188 y. In the following table

the values of the variation are given, for which the light

spots have gone beyond the paper:

Mauritius 660 y

Kodaikanal 691 y

Bombay 658 y

Toungoo 486 y

Honolulu 461 y

Dehra-Dun 460 7

Barrackpore 414 y

Lu-kia-Pang 570 y

Cheltenhamn 281 /

Baldwin 734 7

Toronto 718 7

Pola 371 7

Miinchen 607 y

Falmouth 680 7

Stonyhurst 689 y
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On plate D the maximum values of the variation can

be obtained from the following stations

Mauritius 55'

Samoa 10'

Baldwin 17'

Kodaikanal 16'

Bombay 25'

Toungoo 26'

Honolulu 43'

Barrackpore 37'

Dehra-Dun 34'

Lu-kia-Pang 48'

San Fernando r33'
Pola r47'
Miinchen 2'20'

Jekaterinburg 3^44'

The light spot has left the paper at the values here given
for the following observatories:

Tokio 44'

Cheltenham 1^22'

Toronto 2^38'

Falmouth 1^38'

Greenwich 3°54'

Wilhelmshafen 2M)'

Stonyhurst 2'35'

The highest values are observed for Yekaterinburg

(3°44') and for Grreenwich (3°54'), where the actual maxi-

mum variation has not been observed.

For the vertical component, the maximum values of the

variation have been noted at the following places, where one

must, however, notice an insignificant interruption in the

Mauritius and Samoa records.

Mauritius 134 y

Samoa 62.2 y

Kodaikanal 274 y

Bombay 158 y

Toungoo 57.3 y

Barrackpore 98.0 y

Dehra-Dun 231 y

Lu-kia-Pang 1 84 y
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Tokio 257 J'

Jekaterinburg- J 470 y

There has, on the other hand been an interruption for the

following observatories for the values:

Batavia 510 y

Honolulu 137 y

Cheltenham 820 r

Baldwin 196 y

Pola 237 7

Falmouth 461 y

Greenwich 1020 /

Stonyhursfc 568 /

Sitka 365 /
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Most the diagrams sent to mo cease on Sept 26tli about

5^ a. m. As however the disturbance in regarding to H (X)

had not ceased at this time, it was not uninteresting to

continue to investigate the course of the disturbance. In

this study I have — as said in the above — confined

myself to three observatories namely, Tokio, Berlin and

Baldwin. In fig. 28 I have reproduced the course of H
for Tokio and Baldwin, just as the course of X for Berlin

up to and including Sept. 30th 6^ a. m. The curves

converge towards the normal values to almost reach them

during the first hours of Sept. 30th. D (Y) and Z gene-

rally show little deviation from the normal values. On the

_ ro/r/o

3EDO/n

curves just mentioned the ordinates have been selected for

certain points of time, for which the curves are fairly near

their own average lines (the dotted lines). These four times

are: Sept. 26th noon, Sept. 27th noon. Sept 28th—29th

midnight and Sept. 30th 2^ a. m. For these four times

I have calculated dX^ dY and dZ and compared them in

the following tables.

TABLE XVI.

Sept. 26th Noon.

dX
Tokio —139.
Berlin — 81.

Baldwin —113.

dY
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For a more detailed analysis of the course of the storm,
it would have been advantageous if Glauss' method, enlarged by
Ad. Schmidt^), could have been used. The superposed,
accidental field during the storm would then have been able

to be divided up into 3 parts, as Schmidt does with the

normal terrestrial magnetism, viz.

1) the part of the field, caused by electrical currents

or magnets outside the earth.

2) That part of the field, caused by electrical currents

or magnets inside the surface of the earth.

3) Electrical' currents betAveen the earth and the atmos-

phere, the vertical earth-air current.

The sources of observations that I have, however,
had access to, do not permit of such a calculation. A net

tilled with observations-places would have been essential,

that a magnetic map might have been constructed, with

whose help series for the variation of the magnetic elements

in a great number of latitudes might have been arranged.
These series would have then formed the basis of the cal-

culation, similar to Schmidt's. With so few places for ob-

servation as there really are, one can only with the help
of tables, maps and diagrams, try to give as clear a picture
of the course as possible.

Concerning the variation of the two horizontal compo-
nents, it is possible, on studying the various maps on the

previous pages to divide the disturbance for the sake of

a better summary into certain subdivisions.

A) The horizontal disturbing vector in a nothern di-

rection .

1) From 11^ 45" a.m. till 1^ 15"" p.m.
The district of disturbance includes the observatories

in the Pacific Ocean, also the stations of India and E.

Asia. At 12^ 45™ p.m. even some stations in Europe and

in E. Asia have notherly disturbing vectors, but not in India.

Lastly at 1^ 15™ p.m. these are only noticed in N. Europe.

^) Aus dem Archiv der Deutschen Seewarte, Hamburg, Jahrg. 12 (1889);
21 (1898).
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2) 2^ 30"^ p.m., 3"^ p.m. and 3^ 30"^ p.m. the maps again
show a notherly disturbing vector at Jekaterinburg. At
4^ p.m. a similar vector is observed at Greenwich and at

5^' p.m. at Stonyhnrst and Toronto. At 6^ p.m. the English as

well as the Cheltenham observatories have a notherly vector,

while at 7^ p.m. such is only to be observed at Stonyhurst.

B) The horizontal disturbing vector in SE and E di-

rection.

1) 11^ 15" till 12^ 30°^ p.m. the maps show in Europe-
an ES and E dist. vector. 12^ 45°^ and 1^ the force has

an other direction in notherly parts. Only in San Fernando

a similar vector can be observed.

2) 1^ 45"^ p.m.—2^ 30™ p.m. During this time the

dist. vector has E direction in America.

C) The horizontal vector with W
direction. 1^ p.m.

—4^ p.m.
This part of the storm is to be seen

at 1^ also in Miinchen and San Fernando

1^ 15"^. In the three following maps
^h 3Qm^ -^h 45m ^^^ 2^ W vector can be

observed in Jekaterinburg, 2^ 30"\ 3"^

and 4^ for many european stations,

3^ 30°^ only in Stonyhurst.
D. The horizontal vector with S

Fig. 29. direction.

It will be seen from the maps that

the horizontal disturbing vectors with the exception of the

cases mentioned in the above and especially during the latter

and greater part of the storm went in a southerly direction.

Comparing the vertical vectors, one sees, that it has on

the whole, rather high values at the observatories in higher

latitudes, and is directed towards the centre of the earth, there

to assume lower values, and in some cases nearest the mag-
netic equator even to change direction entirely. This indi-

cates that outer electrical currents were prevalent (Compare

fig. 29). It may be supposed that the magnetic storm was

caused by currents circulating through a sollenoid in the

interior of which the globe was situated, and the axis of
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which coincided with the direction of the total disturbing
force. In the table XXI the averages for dX

,
dY and

dZ are arranged for the times from Sept. 25th 1^ p.m.
till Sept. 30th 2^ a.m. Row the resultants of these have

altered will be seen from the last column in this table and

also from the curve in fig. 30.

y
3O0'

2O0

/oo-

ze a? 29 30 5^f='r.

Fig. 30.

'
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Fig. 31.
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//^/D.m. ^A

Fig. 32.
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The superposed, occasional magnetic field thus, after

having passed through a great many consecutive changes,
has assumed a calmer aspect. The superposed field which de-

magnetized the normal one, reached about 2^ p.m. Sept. 25 a

value of 300 y, and subsequently steadily diminished in force

till Sept. 30th, when the value sank to nearly zero. In figs. 31 and

32 the points are marked on twelve degree-nets which state the

directions where the total disturbing forces cut the surface of

the earth. A simple dot indicates a place in the southern,

and a dot with a ring a place in the northern hemisphere.
As will be seen from the figures, the forces were chiefly directed



CHAPTER 11.

EARTH-CURRENTS.

Strong earth-currents disturbed the telegraphic communica-

tions over the whole globe on Sept. 25 th. At Stockholms

Telegraph office the currents began between 9^ and 10^

a.m.^) on the morning of the 25th inst. The did not exceed

10 milliamperes however before 12^ 50'"" a.m. when the

currents increased within a couple of minutes to a force

exceeding 250 milliamperes on several wires, for instance

Stockholm-Christiania. To proove this fact, we know that

safety pieces made of Wood's metal melt at this force of

current. Between 12^ 50™ p.m. and 5^ p.m. the force of

current seldom fell under 250 milliamperes. On the wire

named the resistance is 5,4 ohms per km and therefore the

tension exeeded 1,35 volts pr km. Earth-currents were first

observed at the Telephone office on the wires to Lulea.

The operator on duty at these wires received a sudden shock,

half her hand turning white and two of her fingers being

paralyzed. Two or three minutes after 12^ 50''' p.m.

particularly strong disturbances were also observed on most

of the wires going southwards. The strong increase probably
took place at exactly the same time in all directions. When
taking hold of a microphone, both the instrument and the

hand were surrounded with an intense, difiiuse light, casting
out sparks and causing blisters. A measurement on a double

wired copper line of 4V2 mm between Stockholm and Lulea

^) In the following all times given are mid-European, excepting in table XXIII.
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was taken in Stockholm, and showed 120 volts between
the end of the line and the earth. On this occasion the

line was isolated in Lulea. About 11^ p.m. the force of

earth cun-ents had decreased to 15 milliamperes, and at

1^ on the morning of Sept. 26 it only arose to 4 or 5

milliamperes, even on the longer wires. On the iron wire

(4 mm) between Grellivara and Lulea, tensions going up to

350 volts were noticed on several occasions during that day.
A force of 1.7 volt per km is obtained^).

The following observations were made in Goteborg^). At
12^ 50"" a.m. the anchors struck the electromagnets on

the wires to Talkoping, that is to say in N.W. direction.

On the other hand on the lines to Stromstad and Helsing-

borg the earth currents were not so strong. It was observed

and measured on the wire from Falkoping to Groteborg, which

had a resistance of 1000 ohms. The current noticed on the

wire constantly varied in force, but seldom fell, however,
below 40 milliamperes. The highest force measured was

135 milliamperes, thereby showing a potential difference of

135 volts or 1.18 volt per km. At the beginning; the current

went in the direction of Falkoping
—

Goteborg, but frequently

changed afterwards, and during that time the index of the

measuring instrument went slowly from one side to the other.

Proposed by Lektor, Dr T. Auren, the Direction of the

Swedish Telegraph requested particulars about this magnetic
storm from all Telegraph offices in the kingdom. From
this reports, which have been kindly placed at my disposal,

I herewith give the following extracts (pag. 64— G6).

Gellivara (C. 0. L. Edstrand). Measurements were taken

here 1^—2^ p.m. and the tension rose at times to 350
volts on the line no. 95 Gellivara—Lulea.

Umea (K. A. Bergstrom). On the 25th inst. about at noon

a current of remarkable force was noticed on the telegraph
wires no. la, 2a, 64a, 77a, 98, lb, 2b, 77b. The currents

were noticed first and strongest on the southern wires.

*) This observation is kindly given me by Telegraphcomissary C. O. L.

Edstrand.

') According to a communication from Mr A. Blomgrcn to Met. Central Office.
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Bet^\ieen 2^' and 2^ 30"' p.m. a current was noticed

coming in on the lines no. 77a, 77b, and 2b with a force

of +65 milliamperes and immediately changing to —5 milli-

amperes. The index of the amperemeter constantly swung in

an oscillating movement, first over the whole scale wdthont

shunt and after turned and fell below and changing
direction it rose again to 50 degrees without shunt. On the

telephone lines no. 310 to Lulea and no. 1620 southwards it

was at times impossible to telephone in consequense of the

strong, crackling, thunderlike sound.

Later in the afternoon the following observations w^ere made.

AVire
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Katrineholm (J. Olsson). In the course of the afternoon,
about 10 different surveys of the current were taken, showing
that it rose to a height of 122 milliamperes (on the Stock-

holw—wire).

Linkoping (E. Wenstrora). According to observations

made here about 2^ 30™ p.m., the storm then going on,

was caused by a negative current, varying from to 142

milliamperes, ])ut keeping mostly between 70 and 140 milli-

amperes.

Vaxjo (E. A. Moller). At 8^ 50'" p.m. the current

in the wire was estimated at 80—100 milliamperes. The
earth currents at noon reached a maximum of 19 milliamperes.

Halmstad (A. Petri). The earth currents, whose direc-

tions were from N. to S., were first observed on

wire no. 96 Halmstad—Helsingborg about 12^'

The force however, was not greater than,

grams could be easely sent off u]) to 1^

when all the lines showed constant current,

of current then increased gradually till 2^ 13"' p.m.
when a current of 95 milliamperes was estimated on wire

no. 42 Halmstad—Goteborg. At 2"^ 40™ p.m. all the

wires being almost clear, the dispatch of telegrams could be

continued without difficulty, except for a short time about

5 o'clock, when the current on line no. 96 Halmstad^Helsing-

borg was estimated at 102 milliamperes.
Karlshamn (A. Hallstrom). The maximum force of

current was reached about 3 o'clock, when 130 milliam-

peres was measured.

Malmo (K. J. Y. Wikblad). The force of current varied

between +100 and —145 milliamperes, the last named
maximum being reached at 2^ 15™ p.m. and observed on

wire no. 8.

In tal)le XXIII the results of the measurements of

the earth currents are compared.

30™
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In table XXIY the days are given for the years
Nov. 190G — Oct. 1909 when a earth-current of greater force

than 15 niilliamperes was observed at Stockholms Telegraph
Office. It will be seen from this table that the magnetic

storms, like the aurora, most often occurred in the vernal

and autumnal months. The maxima during the spring
and the autumn corresponds to the earth's greatest distance

from the solar equator, and the minimum force during sum-

mer and winter to the passage of the earth through the

sun's equatorial plane ^). With the aurora the minimum was

reached during the wdnter, on account of the influence of

the seasons (the position of the earth-equator). The distur-

bances of the earth-currents usually extend over great portion
of the earth. The seasons have consequently no effect on
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them and the summer minimum can be more strongly marked

on account of the earth being further from the sun in

summer than in winter. It is, however, evident that the

present unimportant material for earth currents do not per-

mit of any definite conclusions, but on the other hand, it

is of interest to see, that so few observations can be ranged
under the laws of other cosmical phenomena.

In table XXV I have given the distribution of the

earth-currents in the hours of the day and in tig. 33 the

6h p.m.
6" a.m.

Fig. 33.

values from this taljle are arranged in form of a diagram.
The 24 radii proceeding from the centrepoint represent the

24 hrs of the day. The lengths of the radii are propor-
tional to the number of occasions that earth-currents were

observed at the point of time in question. As will be seen

from the diagram an the table earth currents are of more

frequent occurrence during the day than during the night,

something to be expected as the cause of these things is

the sun and the dust it sends out. The maximum is reached
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In fig. 34 the same thing is graphically represented.
NSEW indicate the four quarter. If Stockholm is considered

as O the line OA shows the direction between Stockholm

and Ange. The length of the line gives in an arbitrary
unit how often the disturl)ing earth current was observed

on this wire. OB has the same relation to Kristiania, OC
to Groteborg and OD to Malmo. The dotted line MM indi-

cates the magnetic parallel through Stockholm. As will be

seen from the diagram, disturbances more often occur in the

direction of the magnetic parallels than in that of the right

angle. It is also generally acknowledged that disturbing
earth currents are of more usual occurrence on East-Westerly
than North-Southerly wires.



CHAPTEE III.

AURORA BOREALIS AND AUSTRALIS.

A most splendid Aurora Borealis was observed from a

number of places on the globe just after sunset Sept. 25th.

In Sweden the light was observed from Karesuando to Karls-

hamn and Kristianstad. Distinct corona formations were

seen a little south of the zenith at Sarna, Bollniis, Soder-

hamn, Mora, Stockholm, Helgesta, Dalaro, Uddevalla, Barnarp,

Byarum and Berga. From Stockholm (59°2l' N. Lat.

1^ 12" E from Gr.) and Helgesta (59°2' N. Lat. and

-j^h rjm ^ from Grr.) the position of the centre of the

corona has been observed in reference to the stars. From
both these places observations were made at two different

times, namely from Stockholm at 7^ 45"^ p.m. and 8^ 45™

p.m., and from Helgesta at 8^ p.m. and 9'^ 55"^ p.m.
The four observations are drawn on a star-map (fig. 8())

comprising the district between 20° and 50° declination and

19^ and 22'' right ascension. The positions of the lightest

stars in the Swan are shown on the star-map. A shows

the position the corona at the first observation from Stock-

holm, B its position at the second observation from Stock-

holm, C its position at the first, and D its position at the

second observation from Helgesta^). In table XXVII the four

observations are to be found. The following signs are used.

^) The first of these observations has been kindly given me by C. Lantlin,

Chef-engineer of the Royal Patent Office, the second by Professor S. Arrhenius,
and the third and fourth by E. Petri, Amanuensis at the Met. Centr. Institute.
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q)
= Latitude of place of observation.

I = Difference of time between place of observation and

Grreenwich.

d = Declination of the centre of the corona,

t = Hour angle
» » » » » »

h = Altitude » » » » »

A = Azimuth » » » » » »

50'

40'

30-

20'
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The average value of the altitude as seen l)y tab. XXVII
= 69°30 . The inclination for Stockholm was Sept. 1st.

1892 70°51',3^
The aurora was observed in the northern sky from Slite,

Vastervik, Kristianstad and Gottingen, from the latter place
in the form of an arch.

It will be seen from the above mentioned, that a field

of almost parallel rays existed over Sweden from at least 62°

N. Lat. to line AB (fig. 36), making an angle against the horizon

of about 70°. According to the observations from Grottingen
the lowest rays went out from about 10° altitude over the

northern horizon and reached an altitude of 80°. If the

distance between Gottingen and the southern limit of the

aurora be estimated at 400 kms. the lower edge of the

rays would have been 60 kms high and the upper one about

700 kms. As the declivity of the rays towards the horizon

640
was 70

,
the length of the rays is consequently -:

—
;^

or 680 kms. In Sweden between 63° and QG° N. Lat.

the heavens were overcast. The rays of the aurora most

likely spread over a part of the cloudlayer.

Another field of aurora ])orealis streched over Iceland,

Greenland and North-America, as is evident from the obser-

vations made from Conquet, South Kensington and a point
in the Atlantic Ocean, near Newfoundland. Trom the point
of Newfoundland the amplitude of the bow as well as the

altitude of the central point over the horizon was observed.

From Conquet the amplitude was noted, and from South

Kensington the altitude of the central point. But as Con-

quet is not far from South Kensington, it may be allowed

that the observations made from botli these places can be

considered to have l)een taken from the same point. In

this way we have two bows, so exactly determined, that

calculation over their position and height above the ground
is possible. The values observed are stated in the table

XXVIII.
*

Carlheim-Gyllenskold, Mtmoire sur Ic miignctisme terrestre dans la Suede
m^ridionale.
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Fig. 36.
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TABLE XXYIII.

Place of observation

44^50' N. LAT.; bVlTW from

Greenwich

Conquet

The azi-
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bow over the ground is very great. Besides the preceding

cases, this formula cannot be used when the amplitude

{2 a) is. 180°, for in such a case cos a = 0. In this case

jii
= 0,135X2 B= 1720 kms. From // and E the height

of the bow over the ground is obtained according to the

formula :

z = yw+']? - R

According to this formula we can prove that the lower

edge of the bow was 228 kms above the ground.

Fig. Xi

If the same calculation bo made for 1 )()w z, wo can

prove that

a = 65°

/A= 2142 kms.

Z= 249 kms.

The limits towards the south of both districts of the

aurora are marked on the map (fig. .'^8) by the lines CI)

and EF.
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From Yerkes Observatory a rather strong auroral arch

was observed low in the north, but no streamers.

Further aurora borealis was seen at Malorca.

According to information from Yokohama, auroral obser-

vations were made from the most northerly of the Japanish isles

Sachalin and Jesso and also from Ts^iigata in the north of

Nippon. In the south and east of Nippon the aurora

evidently escaped observation, on account of the overcast

sky and heavy rains, as earth-currents disturbed the tele-

graphic communications in the whole Japan.

AURORA AUSTRALis was obscrved in Fremantle (W. Austra-

lia) and Adalaide (S. Australia), Batavia and Singapore.

Singapore is situated 5° S. of the magnetic equator.
On Sept. 25th, aurora was also been observed nearer the

magnetic equator than ever before. The 2nd februar

1872 aurora was seen in Bombay (8° N. of the magn. equa-

tor) and Mauritius (80° S. of the m. e.)

In following the data of the separate observations,
on which the preceding investigation depends, are grouped.
The figures before the names of the different places corre-

spondent to the figures on both the maps.
1. Karesuando ^=^.

— 2. Kiruna. llather ])lainly visible

^^. Eartli currents on the telegraph line Kiruna—Gallivara

began about l"" p.m. and ceased about 4'' ]).m. (I. Wester).— 3. Kvickjock -=^.
— 4. Neder Kalix. The aurora was

clearly visible in the evening. Slight earth currents began
about 2*" p.m., ceasing about 6^' p.m. (L. llingius).

—
5. Lulea -^. — 6. Pitea. A strong

-^ 8^—9^\
^^^

again,

during the night.
—

7. Ange -^. — 8. Viken, Hafvero

parish -^. — 9. Sidsjo, Sundsvails parish ^=^. 10. Eamsjo
^^. — 11. Bergsjo ^^. — 12. Bjuraker. High and splendid
-=^ 8^—10\ — 13. Sarna 7^ 30"*— 10^^ ^ with centre

just south of the zenith. The radiation went in all direc-

tions almost down as far as the horizon, a dark violet colour

in some places, especially towards the end of the phenomenon.
14. Bollnas. At BoUnas a softer ^^ was observed shi-

ning over the zenith about 9*" and developing into a strong.
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regular ring of light, from which rays were cast out in all

directions, at a fairly regular distance from one another.

For a time the w^hole phenomenon gave the appearance of

a gigantic umbrella, covering four fifths of the heaven.
^^ is even said to have been seen at midnight. (A. Boije).

15. Soderhamn. A])out 9^ when the sky was almost

clear and the moon shining, Hames resembling the aurora

and beginning in the S. E. were to be seen rising up around

the whole horizon. The rays meeting in the zenith formed

a rosette of light clouds of many colours with soft and

wavy coils of light. Shortly afterwards in both E and W
the phenomenon was succeded by light clouds of a red-

yellow colour, while a dark bank of clouds bounded the

horizon on the N. The phenomenon is said to have been

over abouth midnight. {G. A. Getzhult).

16. Transtrand ^^. — 17. Ostanviks by, Ore parish ^^,

18. Mora. Just about 6*^ ^^ was seen gradually to increase

in strength. From 9'* to 9'' 80™ it was strongest and then

assumed a peculiar form. From a perfectly stationary point
of radiation, a few degrees S. of the zenith, rays were cast

out in all directions, extending right down to the horizon

even on the S side. The point of radiation itself was for

the most part dark, as the well defined tips of the flames,

never once met there at the same time. The rays spread
themselves out on all sides in the resemblance of a com-

])letely round fan or cornet, shining most brilliantly at the

])oint of radiation. Now^here in the horizon could any de-

finite dark segment he observed. At times the rays were

almost stationary and at other times varied both in breadth

and force. Violent flames resembling concentric circles rose

up from the horizon to the zenith, or perhaps in the oppo-
site direction, but these seemed to me to be independent of

the comparatively immovable radiating rays. The light was

visibly stronger in NE and NW and in these (quarters showed

at times showed a rather strong reddish colour. ^^ dimin-

ished at about 10^. (A. Idestrom).

19. Kattvik ^. — 20. Gafle ^. — 21. Grycksbo ^.— 22. Sundborn ^^. — 23. Falun -=^. — 24. Stjiirnsund ^^^v.
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— 25. Husby ^. — 26. Tyngsjo ^. — 27. Tierp -i-.
—

28. (jrrangarde, Nyhammar ^^. — 29. By rectory. ^^^.
— 30.

Nas ^-. — 31. Safsnas -^. — 32. Mokarnshyttan, Nord-

mark ^=^.

33. Stalldalen, LjiiSDarsberg's Parish. An iincommoiily

strong and splendid
-=^ was observed at 8^' 40"\ The whole

firmament in the N. semed to be covered with rays of light,

meeting in the zenith, waves of light were also visible,

coming first from N. TV., then from N. and lastly from N. E.

effusing a sulphurous yellow-green light and moving towards

the zenith. In addition to this a retlex-like light was visible

in the S. W., changing from a dull indefinable colour to an

orange-purple shade. -^ was strongest between 8^ 40"" and

9^ 20"^. But even as late as 2^ a. m. on Sept. 26th rather

strong flames of light were seen in the sky.
34. Uppsala, Meteorological Observatory -^. — 35. Upp-

sala, Ultuna -^. — 36. Nordmark's mine, Nordmark ^^.— 37. Filipstad, Mining School -=^. 38. Grythyttan ^. —
39. Ofver Selo -^. — 40. Kil ^. — 41. Gotlunda -^. —
42. Stockholm ^^. — 43. Djuron ^^. — 44. Torrskog ^^.— 45. Malmkoping ^^. —

46. Dalaro^). At 9^ a rather broad and extremely bright

pillar of light was observed in the E. It was somewhat

conical, with the broader part upwards, and clearly distinguish-
able from the surrounding light air. The cone of light
was exceedingly brilliant, containing, besides colourless lights,

even fine red and also greenish tints, and extending from

the horizon a few degrees up towards the zenith. After a

while, the cone expanded and resembled a fan without

changing direction. At the same time a cluster of rays

principally of a white-greenish colour were thrown from a

point in the S. high up into the sky. The rays went first

towards the E then towards the NE and N. The rest of

the sky was hidden by a considerable cloud. At 9^ 15" the

whole sky was almost overcast, but between 9^ 15"" and
9*" 30"^ ^^^ was however seen shining between the clouds.

47. Bie ^. — 48. Nygards Floda -"^
.

^) This observation has been kindly given me by Mr. Nils Janzon.
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49. Helgesta.
-^ was first seen here 7^ 30™ in the form

of narrow rays in a N. W. direction and extending right

up to the zenith. It snddenlj^ increased in strength taking
the form of rather irregular draperies, consisting chiefiy of

straight rays of no great mobility. At 8^' a corona of the

rays of the northern light was to be seen, whose centre lay
about 2° E of 7 Cygni, and whose rays in spite of the strong

moonshine, were distinguishable at 30° or 40° down towards

the southern part of the sky. About 8^ 30°" ^^ had almost

completely disappeared, but shortly before 10^' it was to be

seen even more brillantly than before. The corona before

mentioned was still visible, but its centre had moved, so

that at 9"^ 55"^ it lay abouth 5° S. E of a Cygni.
-^ had

still the appearance of almost stationary draperies of slowly

varying form, but in addition to this rather strong flames

were now seen, rapidly moving from N.N.W. up towards

the zenith and even visible a good way down towards S.

^^
appeared, on the whole, to be purely white, but at about

10^ a reddish tint was observed in the N. E., and shortly
after this, the sky became entirely overcast. (E. Petri).

50. Trosa -^. — 51. Glodegard •^^.
— 52. Finspang

-^^.
— 53. Grrebbestad -^. — 54. Norrkoping ^=^-.

— 55.

Wanga -=^.
— 56. Venersborg. A briUiant ^^ at 9^. — 57.

Skara ^. — 58. Saleby ^.
59. Uddevalla. Splended

^^ at 7^ in the zenith, extending
towards the N. E. and W. (Wykstrom).

60. S:t Anna ^-. — 61. Aby ^. — 62. Stalila -^.— 63. Grenna ^^. — 64. Linderas -^^.
— 65. Grustaf

Adolf ^^. — 6(j. Odensvi, Scharply defined rays were to

be seen in the N.W. and N.E. — 67. Lommaryd, Strong^ 7^—9^ 30". — 68. Marbiick ^. — 69. Hossna ^-^^— 70. Askeryd -^
.

71. Ulricehamn, a strong
--

8^; at 8'^ 30'" a beautiful

double bow was visible over the whole of the southern sky,
which lessened for a moment, only to reappear in E. and

thicken to a blood-red cloud; with golden rays, resembling
a tremendous flange of fire, diminishing in brilliancy after a

few seconds. (Nordlund).
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72. Vastervik, A strong
^^ was observed in the N.

7^ 15^^-y--7^ 30™; afterwards moving from the N. to the E.

At the same time brilliant rays of light were seen in the

N.W. and N.E. It became ^overcast about 8^ but at 10'^

exceptionally strong lights were again visible. (K. W.
Starkenberg).

73. Slite. Faint white bands of light were observed in

the northern sky. (A. H. Calissendorff).

74. Barnarp,
^^ was seen at 9*' radiating from a corona

in the zenith and extending over the sky in the N.E. and W.
75. Mansarp, 9^'

— 10^ -^^ were seen coming principally
from the N. and going upwards in wavy forms, partly
colourless and partly flame-coloured.

76. Sattila ^-.''— 11. Tranemo ^.
78. Byarum. 9^ -^-

appeared radiating from a corona

in the zenith and extending over the sky in the N.E. and W.
79. Bringetofta ^. — 80. Oxaback ^. — 81. Kafsjo.

Strong -^. — 82. Viirnamo ^^. — 83. Herrestad ^^. —
84. Bolmso ^ 8\

85. Berga. Bays shone from a central point high in

the sky.

86. Annerstad. At sunset an unusually strong flame shone

in the sky, during 25 minutes. At 9^' 25™ light streaks of

light went from W to E. The whole resembled a search-

light and at times the whole horizon was illuminated.

87. Karlshamn. 8^ 30"' bow of light with rays was

observed.

88. Kristianstad. Faint rays from the N.W. went up
towards the zenith.

89. Gottingen^). 8^' light sections were seen in the nor-

thern sky, indicating the aurora, which suddenly became

very brilliant. A bow of light appeared, having a breadth

of several moon-diameters. Shortly after 8^ the rays began

rising from the bow and attained of height of 65°. About

8^j^45™ the brilliancy hastily increased to such a force, that

is seldom to be observed in so low a latitude. The whole

^) Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, okt. 1909.
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sky was illuminated by the rays from the bow, the longest

proceeding from about a height of 10° above the northern

horizon and reaching as far as 80°. At 9^ the phenomenon
suddenly ceased. (Wiechert).

90. London, South Kensington^). Between 7^ 40™ and

8'^ 30™ the whole firmament was tilled by a faint light, with

lighter spots here and there, but the strongest light was

seen in the zenith. This light continued till 9^'. Between
9^ an 10^ the aurora was were slight; but after 10^ a bow
of faint light was visible over the northern horizon. (Fowler).

91. Guernsey.^) At 9^ ^^^ was observed like a rose

coloured, luminous part rather high in the sky, in the

E.N.E. At 9^ 10™ it had totally disappeared. (Eowswell).
92. Conquet^) (Fiuestere).

^^ here took the form of a

depressed bow, whose highest point was in the N.N.W.
and whose foot-points reached the horizon in the N. and

N. W. Above this bow rays were seen some of which almost

reached the zenith, there showing particularly red and violet

colours.

93. Samt-Georges-sur-Cher (Loir-et-Cher^) -^ (de Tastes).— 94. Clamart (Seine)
^^

(Stassano).
— 95. Nisza ^^.

96. 44° 50' N. Lat. and 51° 17' W. Long, from

Grreenwich^). At 8^ 30™ a strong
-^^ was seen to arise at

clear moon-shine and in a starlight sky At first a bow was

formed, whose highest point was 15° above the horizon

N. to W. The footpoints of the bow reached almost to

the horizon at a distance of 4 compass-line on each side of the

highest point of the bow. The bow suddenly became much
clearer and more sharply defined. Faintly diverging rays

proceeded from different points of the same to a height of

about 45°. This phenomenon lasted about 8^ 38™ and then sud-

dently disappeared. Betwen 8^ 30™ and 9^ 30™ the bow was

to be seen three times, and although fainter, yet still in the

same direction and height. On one of these occasions single

') Nature, Sept. 1909.

*) Symon's Met. Mag. Okt. 1909.

») C. R. 4 Okt. 1909.

*) Ann. der Hydr. Okt. 1909.
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vertical rays were to l)e seen at the W-footpoint of the bow.

At 11^ 30"" at two different times at sigle ray was observed

in the N. to W., which reached a height of 40°.

97. Bagneres-de Bigorre -^i) 8^ 15"^—8^ 30" and 9^ 10"^

(Marchand).
— 98 Mallorca') Strong ^ d'^—d'^ 15^".

99. Yerkes Observatory -^^).
— 100. Sachalin -=^'*).

—
100. Jesso ^^).

— 101. Batavia -±^^).
— 102. Singapore

^^).
— 103. Fremantle ^^) — 104. Adalaide ^)\

On Sept. 18th.^) a large solar spot appeared on the

eastern margin of the sun. It disappeared on the western

side on Sept. 29th., passing tlie centre—meridian on Sept.

23rd about 7^' p.m., 42 hours before the outbreak of the

magnetic storm.

^) C. K. 11 Okt. 1909.

') Symon's Met. Mag. Okt. 1909.

^) The Astrophj^sical Journal 1910.

^) Urania No 4, 1910.

^) Met. Zeitschrift 1909.

") The Astrophysical Journal. Jan, 1910.
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